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GAME OVERVIEW 
 

Introduction 
 

 Anyone can be a hero.  It doesn’t take much – just a drive to make a difference and the ability to 

grow and change.  You don’t have to be an important person to achieve greatness.  As it happens, you 

don’t have to be a person at all.  Welcome to the world of Illustrious.  It’s a simple, abstract world, and 

its inhabitants are little more than points of light.  Indeed, it’s a strange place, but in a way, it’s a place 

we’ve all seen before; this world serves as the setting for a hero’s grand adventure. 

 Illustrious is a 2D action-adventure game for the iPad.  Players take control of our main 

character, The Light, as it embarks on an epic journey.  The Light’s quest through the Hero’s Journey is 

one we’ve seen before, abstracted to its extreme.  But there’s more to this story than the rise of a hero 

– hidden beneath the guise of this familiar story is the dark truth that our hero has been the one 

destroying the very beings it’s out to rescue.  While it’s hinted at throughout the course of the game, 

our hero’s true nature isn’t truly revealed until the very end. 

 Illustrious is built around such dichotomies.  The dark game world filled with lights is, at the 

same time, simple and beautiful.  The main character, while extraordinarily basic in appearance, is a 

complex and layered character.  Most importantly, the gameplay, combined with the game aesthetics, 

generate an experience which can quickly change from being serene to chaotic. 

 The gameplay of Illustrious is based around a simple concept: touch the screen to influence the 

world.  The primary gameplay mechanisms of the game are based upon movement.  A simple touch and 

drag lets you move the character wherever you want.  A tap send the avatar quickly darting across the 

screen.  These tools are the player’s primary means of evasion, attack, and escape.  When the player is 

alone in the game world, these actions are simple, satisfying, and calming.  When swarms of enemies 

begin appearing, demanding quick fingerwork on the level of touch typing, this experience becomes 

intense and energetic. 

 As with everything in the game, the aesthetic environment is closely tied to the game’s other 

systems.  The visual and audible elements of the game have a large impact not just in conveying 

narrative, but in providing effective feedback to the player.  The main character changes colors to 

correspond with varying game situations.  When simply moving along, The Light takes on a calming 

green.  When ramming into an enemy, it turns red.  Similarly, the sound effects of Illustrious, which are 

based on basic musical notes, take on an almost melodic quality when actions are performed 

successfully.  On the narrative side, disconcerting sounds herald the arrival of an enemy or unpleasant 

situation.  When the main character is smitten with another character, it blushes to a light pink shade. 

 One of the most important features of Illustrious is its use of implicit narrative.  The game details 

the Hero’s Journey, but it does so while allowing the player to retain control at all times.  To accomplish 

this feat, the narrative structure of Illustrious is based less on direct storytelling devices and more on the 
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layout of the game world.  The narrative is built almost entirely out of the process of the player’s 

progression through the game world – defeating enemies unlocks new abilities, which allow the player 

to access larger and larger degrees of the game world.  The roles of other characters, from a narrative 

standpoint, are expressed as legitimate gameplay tools.  In short, the narrative and gameplay of 

Illustrious are one and the same.  This is not to say that Illustrious is entirely devoid of scripted 

sequences.  AI events depict the appearances of major enemies and friends, as well as establishing tone 

and mood.  Through it all, however, the player is the one ultimately in control of the experience. 

 These elements and more await in Illustrious.  If you’re looking for a multi-layered experience 

ranging from peaceful to mad, take a look at Illustrious.  Indulge in a nice short play experience and play 

through our hero’s entire adventure in your own way.  Be advised, however, that you may not be the 

hero you think you are. 

  

Platform 
 

 The iPad has been selected as the platform with the greatest potential to bring Illustrious to life.  

From the beginning, the game has been designed to utilize touchscreen controls.  The visual and 

kinesthetic experience of witnessing a point of light moving to a position you’ve touched is strangely 

satisfying, albeit in a very simple way.  Likewise, touch controls of this nature are easily scaled.  A single 

touch can easily be expanded upon to become a system of multiple touches in rapid succession.   

Additionally, a 2D perspective is quite natural to portray on a 2-dimensional touchscreen – a location on 

the screen directly corresponds to a location in the game world. 

 The iPad, as opposed to smaller touchscreens on mobile phones, provides the correct sense of 

scale in the translation of game world size and control area size.  It provides enough freedom for the 

player to touch multiple locations on the screen, visualize a reasonable portion of the game world, and 

have a wide range of movement within the game view area.  From a development standpoint, iOS 

devices have built-in support in the Unity engine, the development engine of choice for Illustrious.  This 

allows for a development combination that is efficient, convenient, and cost-effective. 

Target Demographic 
 

Primary Target 

- Casual market 

- Male Ages 13 – 24 

Secondary Appeal 

- Core market, Male Ages 18 – 30 

- Some female market in both casual and core 

o Ages 13 – 24 
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- Extend into higher and lower age casual male 

The primary target for Illustrious is a casual market.  The game presents short play sessions, with 

the full game running approximately three hours and the opportunity to save progress and quit at any 

point.  Its nondescript, abstract nature allow it to appeal to gamers of both genders, but its emphasis on 

action and achievement lends itself more towards male tendencies.  Featuring no offensive imagery or 

language and only mild cartoon violence, Illustrious is friendly towards a younger audience, and its use 

of bright, flashy colors and quick animations presents a particular appeal for children.  Its narrative 

elements and overall difficulty, however, are designed to appeal to a somewhat older demographic, 

namely teens and young adults.  Its simple touch-based controls and low barrier to entry allow it to 

appeal to a slightly older demographic, as well, though this range is limited due to its flashy, fast-paced 

nature.  A small degree of the core market, particularly independent game enthusiasts, are also within 

the targeting range of Illustrious. 

Ultimately, the game’s main market is the casual male 13 – 24 year-old demographic, though 

there is considerable opportunity for expansion into other neighboring markets, particularly in the 

casual arena. 

  

Features 
 

Illustrious brings together elements from every corner of game development to generate a cohesive 

experience.  Some of the features that make the game special include: 

- Full player control from beginning to end 

- Portrayal of the Hero’s Journey with no formal narrative elements 

- Simple, but attractive graphical style is flashy and psychedelic 

- Gameplay accentuated by audio and visual aesthetics 

- Simple, intuitive interface easy to pick up from the start 

- Gameplay environment ranging from relaxing to chaotic 

- Short game length and frequent save opportunities allow for short play sessions 

- Easy to learn, but tricky in later stages 
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GAMEPLAY 
 

Overview 
 

 This section will discuss the basic root of the game’s design – the core mechanic.  Basic 

movement lies at the heart of Illustrious’s gameplay, and this tool serves the player for offensive, 

defensive, and neutral purposes.  We’ll also go over the secondary mechanics of evasion and attacking 

which arise from these core functions and how they influence the overall experience.  Finally, as an 

adventure-based game, Illustrious is focused on the concept of exploring the world while striving 

towards an ultimate victory over a final enemy.  This section will go over the game’s long- and short-

term goals, discussing what drives the player forward.  

Core Mechanic 

Basic Actions 

 

 Illustrious’s core mechanic is built of two main actions – the Slide and the Dash.  Each of these 

actions is purely locomotion-based, and character movement represents the heart of the game’s design. 

 

 The Slide is the most rudimentary of all actions in Illustrious.  The Slide is the standard slow 

movement of The Light through the world.  Sliding is used to reliably and efficiently travel through the 

game world.  When a Slide is performed, the camera follows the player closely (with a small degree of 

attenuation) through any unobstructed part of the game world.  As a basic movement system, a Slide 

does not allow the player to attack any enemies, nor does it provide any protection from damage, 

beyond any minor evasive capabilities such movement provides. 

 The Dash serves as a multi-purpose rapid movement technique.  In a 

Dash, the player sends The Light darting quickly across the game screen.  Dashing 

is not efficient for travel; the game camera cannot follow The Light during a 

Dash, and as a result, the player’s range of movement is always limited to the 

camera view.  Ultimately, however, the Dash is incredibly useful.  Dashing can 

quickly take the player out of harm’s way and allow quick navigation though 

tightly-timed obstacles.  It’s immensely useful in evasion techniques and diverting enemy attacks into 

each other.  Additionally, the Dash serves as the player’s primary means of attack (once attacks become 

available).  It can be used to break through game objects, blast through barriers, and rapidly collect 
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items.  In short, the Dash serves as the player’s bread-and-butter move, a tool with which players 

become intimately familiar as the game progresses. 

Functionality 

 

 The Slide and Dash are both based on touch controls, but following slightly different rules.  The 

controls and presentation for each are designed to intuitively capture the same look and feel of the 

move concerned.  

To Slide, the player touches the main character, The Light, and drags a finger in the desired 

direction of travel.  The Light then moves slowly towards the position of the player’s finger with the 

camera following closely behind.  (On-screen, The Light is seen moving approximately half the distance 

to the player’s finger from the center of the screen.  The camera’s movement speed then matches that 

of The Light to maintain the effect as the player moves through the world.)  Movement speed increases 

with the distance of the drag, but only to a limited degree.  Once the player’s finger moves more than 

three inches away from the center of the screen, The Light will not move any faster.  Maximum 

movement speed during a Slide is equal to approximately two-thirds of a screen width (the screen’s 

longest dimension) per second. 

To Dash, the player simply taps the screen in a position relative to the direction he wishes to go.  

In tapping the screen, the player sends The Light rushing in a straight line towards the location of the 

touch.  The camera does not adjust to follow a Dash, so the player’s movement is limited to the 

immediate view.  However, following a Dash, the camera will slowly resettle on The Light’s position.  A 

single Dash can only cover a distance of anywhere up to a third of the width of the screen, but this 

distance is covered in less than a quarter of a second.  If the player’s tap reaches beyond the Dash’s 

range, the Dash will simply move its maximum distance in that direction. 

Secondary Mechanics 

Evasive Maneuvers 

 

 Evasive maneuvers in Illustrious are performed mostly with the Dash move.  Initially, this serves 

as the player’s only means of defense.  When enemies hone in on the player’s position, they move in to 

attack.  Quickly darting out of the way at the right time can prevent the attack from making contact and 

causing damage.  In a game view rife with enemies, multiple Dashes must be performed in rapid 

succession in order to avoid all enemy attacks.  This demands quick fingers and precise directional 

control. 

 Evasion, however, goes beyond simple preservation.  Enemy attacks harm not only the player, 

but other enemies.  Thus, if an enemy attack hits another enemy, it causes damage and, in many cases, 

destroys the enemy outright.  Taking advantage of this weakness, players can use the Dash technique to 

send enemy attacks crashing into each other or into environmental hazards, thus transforming a simple 
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defensive strategy into a highly-effective counterattack.  Indeed, in the early stages of the game, this is 

the player’s only means of destroying enemies. 

Attacking 

 

 While attacking enemies is an immensely important task in Illustrious, it still serves as only a 

secondary mechanic.  Player attacks are derived from the same touch-based controls as the movement 

systems listed above.  They come in two main types: Ram Attacks and Projectile Attacks. 

 Ram Attacks, as their name implies, are based upon the concept of physically crashing into 

enemies.  All Ram Attacks are built around the Dash – a simple tap propels the main character towards 

the desired location.  Ram Attacks are useful in the same sense as the Dash – they move the player 

quickly around the map, allowing for quick dodges and evasion as they cause damage.  As the player 

gains upgrades, Rams develop new attributes, such as increased power, the ability to charge up for yet 

more power, and the ability to split enemies apart into weaker pieces. 

 Projectile Attacks, which become available soon after Ram Attacks, allow the player the option 

to strike from a distance.  Something of a combination between the Slide and Dash, Projectile Attacks 

are utilized when the player taps a target while holding the main character.  Projectiles can be fired in 

any direction while the player moves around at the edge of a fight, providing some degree of control 

over the chaos of battle.  Beginning as small pulses, projectiles upgrade over time to include laser 

beams, more powerful charged-up shots, and a beam that generates a black hole at its end to suck in 

enemies. 

 More information on attack upgrades can be found in the Characters & Stats entry in the Game 

Elements section.  More information on attack controls can be found in the Interface section. 

 

Goals/Advancement 

Endgame 

 

 Illustrious depicts the Hero’s Journey.  Working with this concept, the game’s goal, naturally, is 

to reach and defeat the final boss, The Darkness.  Defeating The Darkness demands the use of all of the 

key skills the player can acquire through the course of the game.  Thus, the player’s primary task is to 

acquire all of these skills and learn to use them effectively.   

A list of the game’s various upgrades and skills can be found in the Characters & Stats entry in the 

GAME ELEMENTS section. 

 Early in the game, the player interacts with other friendly characters in a quiet, calm world.  

Before long, these friendly characters suddenly start dying out.  This character death is accompanied by 

the appearance of enemy units, which attack the player and begin chasing friendly units away towards 
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an unknown location.  Tracking these friendly characters back down and rescuing them becomes the 

player’s ultimate goal from a narrative standpoint.  This narrative goal is incorporated directly with the 

goal of defeating The Darkness – by doing so, the player locates and frees the hidden friendly units. 

 This endgame goal carries with it a twist of a dénouement, however.  Upon completion of the 

game’s final goal, it becomes evident that perhaps the main character isn’t as righteous and heroic as 

we believe.   

Details on the game’s narrative events can be found in the NARRATIVE PRESENTATION section. 

Short-Term Goals 

 

 In the process of moving towards the final goal, players must deal with a variety of intermediate 

challenges.  For the most part, these challenges entail working to access new areas.  Access to new areas 

is granted through the player Upgrade system, in which the player acquires new and more powerful 

skills throughout the course of the game.  Each new skill can be used to overcome a new barrier (the 

lock-and-key progression mechanic).   

Again, the sequence of player upgrades can be found in the GAME ELEMENTS section, as can 

descriptions of the world’s obstacles and hazards.   

Information on the world’s layout can be found in the GAME WORLD section. 

Details about game progression can also be found in the NARRATIVE PRESENTATION section. 

 Acquiring upgrades is dependent upon the player defeating the various enemies found 

throughout the game.  Players are able to acquire both health and skills from enemy characters, 

depending on the situation.  Upgrades are obtained by defeating Boss and Miniboss enemies.  Each Boss 

and Miniboss demonstrates a particular ability.  Upon defeating such an enemy, the player is able to 

acquire that skill, thus utilizing it throughout the game to overcome a new type of obstacle.  This 

progression proceeds from upgrade to upgrade until the player reaches the final boss.  
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GAME WORLD 
 

Overview 
 

The Game World section will be discussing the various elements that go into the construction of 

Illustrious’s environment.  The world is built around a lock-and-key system which slowly grants the 

player more and more access to a single, contiguous environment.  Given the abstract nature of the 

game, we establish some units of measurement below to serve as a reference for scaling game 

environments.  The section also discusses the various obstacles and hazards used to build the game 

world, restrict movements, and guide the player from area to area. 

World Construction 
 

 Illustrious is presented from a top-down orthographic 2D perspective.  The world is built of two 

main layers – a background, serving merely to provide aesthetic ambience, and the game space, which 

houses the actual world map, along with all game characters and elements.  The background is set up to 

appear as though it is quite far back in the distance; it still moves in response to the player, but at a 

much slower speed than the foreground layer.  This forced perspective provides a large sense of scale to 

the game world.  

 The world of Illustrious is a single contiguous space.  It is not split into levels or stages built as 

entirely separate worlds, but is instead based on the concept of continuous gameplay and steady 

progression.  The gameplay experience proceeds uninterrupted as the player moves from one area of 

the world to another. 

The single game world within Illustrious is divided into smaller chambers and sections, and the view 

of the world presented in the game screen presents only a small subset of any of these divisions.  The 

world areas are separated by barriers which can be penetrated with the various skills and upgrades 

acquired over the course of the game.  Each upgrade opens a new section of the world, and as a result, 

the territory available for the player to explore expands continually until the end of the game.  This 

“lock-and-key” progression mechanic encourages player exploration and allows for clear sequencing of 

game events, while still providing the player with a high sense of freedom. 

Barriers between sections of the world take numerous forms.  In many cases, these are literal 

barriers – walls which must be broken through in order to proceed.  In other cases, barriers are simply 

powerful enemies which require a particular ability to defeat.  The upgrades (or “keys”) required to 

overcome a barrier are not always necessarily located in the same area as the barrier itself.  In some 

cases, the player must access one area, locate a barrier which cannot be passed, move to another area, 

obtain a new ability, and then go back to the impassable barrier, using the newly-acquired ability to 

overcome it. 
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The process of locating new abilities and using them to access new areas of the world continues 

until the player progresses forward to the game’s final Boss on the northern end of the map.  Thus, even 

though backtracking may be a repeating element of gameplay, the lock-and-key mechanics, combined 

with the structure of the world, continually drive the player forward into new areas. 

Units of Measurement 

 

 Since the world of Illustrious is highly-abstracted and not based on any real-world dimensions, 

determining the scale of world spaces is dependent on generating some useful units of measurement 

for the game world.  In the case of Illustrious, there are two constant factors which can be utilized for 

scaling – the size of the player and the 4:3 view of the game world presented through the game screen.  

Thus, these factors serve as reliable sources to derive units of measurement. 

Player Unit (PU) = The diameter of the avatar from one side of the shield ring to the other. 

World Length (WL) and World Height (WH) = The dimensions of the game world visible within the game 

view.  One WL is equal to the game world in reference to the screen’s longer dimension.  One WH is 

equal to the amount of the game world visible in the screen’s shorter dimension. 

1 WL = ~16 PU 

1 WH = ~12 PU 

Obstacles/Hazards 
 

 Illustrious tells a story without the use of formal narrative elements such as text, speech, or cut-

scenes.  Telling a story, however, does require a certain degree of order and control.  While Illustrious 

doesn’t work to regulate the main character’s actions in automated cut-scenes or cinematics, it does 

regulate the player through the layout of the world.  World obstacles and hazards serve as the locks that 

keep the player out of areas where they don’t belong, and they help to provide a sense of structure not 

just to the build of the world, but to the game narrative. 

 Each world obstacle can only be overcome by a particular player ability.  Player abilities are 

unlocked over time.  Thus, obstacles are placed such that the player can only progress to particular areas 

after obtaining a particular upgrade.  This establishes a set sequence of events to channel the player 

through the game world. 

 The key obstacles of Illustrious are listed below, along with the player upgrades which can 

overcome them.  For more details on player upgrades, please reference the Characters and Stats entry 

in the GAME ELEMENTS section. 

Glass Wall 

- The Glass Wall is a simple, translucent barrier used to separate one world area from another.  It 

has no special effects, only serving to prevent the player from passing through. 
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- Overcome by Ram Dash (or any higher Dash upgrade) and Laser Beam (or any higher Projectile 

upgrade). 

Reinforced Wall 

- A Glass Wall reinforced with a blue, electrical force-field.  The same rules as the Glass Wall 

apply, but the Reinforced Wall is stronger. 

- Overcome by Power Dash (or any higher Dash) and Laser Beam Charge Upgrade 1 (or higher 

Projectile) 

Mirror 

- Reflective wall which deflects the player away at the speed of impact (accounting for same 

angle).  Reflection also maintains any properties which were active at the time of impact.  E.g., a 

Dash attack, when reflected away, will continue dealing damage until it reaches the end of its 

path (the same distance rules apply). 

- Overcome by Super Dash and Black Hole Beam 

Black Hole 

- Chasm which generates a gravitational field that captures the player and enemies.  A Black Hole 

causes massive damage when a character reaches the center, and it becomes nearly impossible 

to escape. 

o 5 WL/sec pull rate at center 

o Deals 30 HP/sec damage at center 

o With center representing 100% and far edge representing 0%, pull rate and damage 

decrease linearly based on distance from center. 

- Black Holes appear as Funnels or as Channels.  Channels are often used to block openings, 

serving as gateways.  Their centers are lines, with the gravitational field emanating outward in 

two directions from this central line.  Funnels are circular, with points serving as their centers.  

Their gravitational fields emanate in all directions from the central point. 

- Overcome by Prism Dash (pass through undamaged).  Depending on distance from the center, 

other Dash attacks can escape from the pull.  Only the Prism Dash (and the Ultrablast) can be 

used to escape from the center of a Black Hole.  Projectile attacks (including the Black Hole 

Beam) are all pulled into a Black Hole harmlessly. 

Energy Wall (Red, Orange, Yellow, White) 

- Energy Walls are basic plasma-like barriers which block player progression.  Contact with an 

Energy Wall causes damage to the player. 

o Red Wall: 5 HP damage on contact 

o Orange Wall: 10 HP damage on contact 

o Yellow Wall: 15 HP damage on contact 
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o Double Yellow Wall: One yellow wall in front of another.  When one is destroyed, it 

regenerates after 1.75 seconds.  If the second wall is destroyed before the first 

regenerates, they both remain deactivated. 

o White Wall: 20 HP damage on contact 

- Energy Walls come in four types, each of varying strength.  Projectile Attacks are used to 

penetrate each type. 

o Red Wall: Overcome by Light Pulse or higher 

o Orange Wall: Overcome by Charge Pulse or higher 

o Yellow Wall: Overcome by Charge Upgrade 1 or higher 

o Double Yellow Wall: Overcome by Charge Upgrade 2 or higher 

o White Wall: Overcome by Black Hole Beam  

Pulse Barrier 

- A series of light pulses stream back and forth in rapid succession, forming a more or less solid 

wall. 

- Overcome with Reflector Shield. 

Prism 

- A Prism serves as a reflective barrier, but unlike the mirror, it negates any player states upon 

impact.  Thus, a Ram or Charge will cease when the player contacts a Prism. 

- In addition, when a Prism deflects the main character, the character is split into six pieces (red, 

orange, yellow, green, blue, and violet).  The player has full control over all of these pieces, but 

each piece only has 1/6 the health that the player had upon contacting the Prism. 

o The player has seven seconds to drag each of the pieces back together using the Slide 

function on each one.  By Sliding one piece to another, the pieces combine and their 

health values are added together. 

o Following seven seconds, the largest piece of the main character is given full control and 

becomes the master avatar.  All other pieces are destroyed.  If two or more pieces are 

each the largest, the most recently selected piece serves as the master avatar.  In the 

event no pieces are ever touched within the seven second window, the yellow piece 

becomes the master avatar. 

- Overcome with Laser Beam or higher Projectile 

Null Barrier 

- A simple, light-absorbing surface that prevents passage, but has no impact on the player or 

enemies.  Null Barriers serve as the primary barrier material in the game, and they are used to 

build practically all of the world’s basic walls. 

- No attack of any kind can penetrate a Null Barrier. 
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World Progression Map 
 

S = Start Position 

1 = Upgrade 1 

| = Glass Wall 

2 = Upgrade 2 

| = Red Wall 

3 = Upgrade 3 

| = Reinforced Wall 

4 = Upgrade 4 

| = Orange Wall 

5 = Upgrade 5 

| = Pulse Barrier 

6 = Upgrade 6 

| = Prism 

7 = Upgrade 7 

| = Mirror 

8 = Upgrade 8 

| = Yellow Wall 

9 = Upgrade 9 

| = Black Hole 

10 = Upgrade 10 

| = Double Wall 

11 = Upgrade 11 

| = White Wall 

B = Final Boss  
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AESTHETIC ENVIRONMENT 
 

Overview 
 

The aesthetics of Illustrious have a vital role to play in presenting both the gameplay and 

narrative.  In this section, we’ll go over the general rules for visual and audio styles in the game.  The 

color palette, the look of worlds and characters, and the style of special effects are all of key importance 

on the visual side.  For audio, we’ll discuss the musical style and the game’s sound effect, which are 

musical in and of themselves.  In addition, this section discusses how both the audio and visual 

components of the game aesthetics tie back into the gameplay. 

Visual 

Artistic Direction 

 

 The artistic elements of Illustrious are extremely important for conveying mood, providing 

feedback to the player, and suggesting the narrative underlying the game. Despite the game’s 

highly abstract nature, specific art elements still play an important role in generating a consistent 

and believable game world. Below are some of the key components of Illustrious’s visual art design. 

Palette 

 Illustrious is based on the concept of light.  Characters, objects, attacks, and effects are built 

around light.  The general brightness of game objects is intended to stand out, so the palette of game 

characters contrasts quite heavily with the palette of the game world.  Whereas characters and effects 

are bright, colorful, and eye-catching, backgrounds and basic world materials are dark and subtle, 

featuring a low contrast and muted colors. 

 For the most part, colors in Illustrious are dependent on game situations.  The relationship 

between player actions and world situations is, in fact, one of the important aspects of the game.  

However, a few general rules do apply when it comes to establishing a color palette.  In the context of 

the game world, cool colors, particularly blue, are used to depict calm scenes.  Blue is found primarily in 

the brightest lights, such as natural sunlight.  Blue light is powerful and healthy.  In a world of light, blue 

indicates security and stability.  On the other end of the spectrum, warm colors, particularly red, are 

used to depict evil, tension, and action.  As the visible color with the longest wavelength, red is the last 

color to be seen as light is being absorbed.  Thus, in this world of light, red is the closest indicator of light 

being blotted out, save for darkness itself.  As a result, red indicates a lack of safety and health. 

Worlds 
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 In general, the environmental art of Illustrious is intended to stay out of the way.  Rather than 

content, worlds are meant to display mood and emphasize story elements.  In maintaining the color 

palette described above, worlds are based more around dark, muted colors featuring a low contrast so 

as to allow the bright characters and effects to pop. 

 As with the rest of the art in the game, the environment art is abstract and non-specific.  Unique 

surfaces are presented more as effects than as particular objects.  The world’s depiction of a mirror, for 

example, is more a representation than a real physical object.  Below are some basic descriptions of the 

look of various world objects and surfaces. 

Functional information about world objects can be found in the Obstacles/Hazards entry in the GAME 

WORLD section. 

Null Barrier: Simple matte black wall.  No light penetrates it, so every object that touches it cannot be 

seen beyond the barrier. 

Mirror: A reflection effect provides a distorted view of the game world.  Mirror surfaces possess a bright 

sheen that quickly distinguishes them from the world around them. 

Glass Wall: A translucent gray barrier presented as a simple flat wall with a low-level sheen.  When 

impacted with a Ram attack, it shatters. 

Reinforced Wall: The same as above, but thicker, with luminous blue streams of energy moving through 

it.  Its shattering is accompanied by a shower of blue sparks. 

Energy Wall: A simple solid stream of luminous particles, pulsing with light and moving back and forth in 

waves.  Electrical-looking shocks emanate from the main wall surface.  Presented in either red, orange, 

yellow, or white depending on power. 

Prism: Presented as a translucent triangular spike (or wall of said spikes).  Each prism possesses a low-

level sheen, and its base color shifts rapidly through the colors of the spectrum as the camera view 

moves past it, as though shifting color when viewed from different angles. 

Black Hole: A light red ring surrounds a black center.  The red ring grows darker the closer to the center 

of the circle it gets, and some streams of light stretch from the outer ring into the black center.  The 

outer ring represents the event horizon – the farthest edge of the Black Hole’s influence. 

 In addition to world surfaces, the world also presents largely decorative backgrounds.  These 

backgrounds are left dark such as not to interfere with the main world and character art above it.  

However, these backgrounds do possess a variety of textures and colors.  In general, these backgrounds 

are highly abstract in nature, resembling works of modern art, with nondescript blots and whorls of 

color.  They may also be said to somewhat resemble various types of nebulae. 

 In reality, there is only a single world background, but it is tiled such that it takes on different 

feels as the player moves towards the world’s eastern, southern, western, or northern edges.  The 
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northern edge, in particular, looks more threatening than the rest of the world, with an emphasis on 

more jagged edges and sharp lines.  The center of the map exudes comfort and familiarity, the south 

exudes uncertainty, the west exudes openness, and the east exudes change.  In essence, when moving 

through the world, the backgrounds suggest that the player is traveling through new areas and new 

emotions.   

Additionally, the entire color palette of the world can shift with the game situation.  To 

emphasize moments of danger, a red filter is placed over the game background.  Thus, while it aims to 

stay out of the way, the background gives some subtle information to the player and implies mood, 

scale, and scope throughout the course of the game. 

Characters 

All of the characters in the game, be they friend or enemy, are based on the concept of points of 

light.  The actual style of the light being emitted from each character can vary, but in essence, they are 

all built from this abstract concept. 

Main Character (The Light) 

The Light consists of a soft glow, resembling an immaterial orb, 

surrounded by a glowing ring. 

The Light’s root color is white, but this color varies with the 

gameplay situation.  Please reference the Character Effects entry in 

the NARRATIVE PRESENTATION section for details.  

Likewise, the shield ring surrounding The Light varies in color 

depending on the player’s level of health.  Refer to the GUI  

Heads-Up Display entry in INTERFACE for details. 

 

The Mentor 

The Mentor is styled much in the same way as The Light, but 

possesses a base color of pale yellow and does not possess a shield 

ring. 

The Mentor moves very quickly and makes very tight turns and 

adjustments, but does so very smoothly.  The Mentor has a tendency 

to dart past the main character and occasionally spin around in tight 

loops when excited. 

The Mentor shifts in color with game situations, primarily shifting 

only between the default and bright red. 
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Enemies 

Enemies are styled as jagged lines emitting from central point 

In more powerful enemies, these jagged lines pull in towards the 

center point 

Enemy possess something of an electrical shock appearance 

Warm colors, mostly red and orange 

Enemies move in jagged, jumpy patterns.  Their speed is just below 

that of the main character. 

 

Neutral NPCs 

Neutral NPCs are seen primarily in the opening and closing stages of 

the game. 

Neutral NPCs are styled similarly to the main character, but without 

a shield ring.  Their base color is a pale blue. 

Neutral NPCs give off energy for the player to collect.  When a piece 

of energy is shed, they darken subtly. 

Neutral NPCs move slowly, but smoothly during the relaxed opening 

phase of the game.  When fleeing a scene, they move in uneven 

zigzag patterns, a bit more slowly than the main character. 

Effects 

 Given the glowing nature of the characters in Illustrious, it’s somewhat natural to anticipate that 

characters generate trails behind them as they move.  Indeed, this is one of the primary effects utilized 

in the game.  Charge effects are represented visually by a sharp, pointed star-like effect which grows 

larger with the level of the charge.  Also of key importance are character destruction effects.  In general, 

a character that meets its demise fades into a gray pixel and “falls” off the screen in the negative Y-axis.  

Various other effects come into play depending on the manner of death – a character hit with a hard 

attack splits apart before fading and falling away, those trapped in a Black Hole fade and fall into the 

singularity.  Boss creatures and enemies carrying upgrades don’t fade away, but instead collapse into a 

small, light-blue, glowing orb for the player to pick up. 

Interactivity 
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The most important connection between the game’s visuals and gameplay comes in the form of 

its characters.  Character designs and animations suggest which characters are friendly and which 

characters are dangerous.  Human beings have a tendency to trust individuals with similar traits to 

themselves; consequently, the friendly characters in Illustrious are styled much like the main character.  

They have a similar movement and similar appearance, and thus appear to be relatable for the main 

character.  Enemies, on the other hand, possess an entirely different visual and movement style.  They 

have the appearance of electric shocks, which are easily identifiable as being dangerous.  This distinction 

gives the player a clear motivation for whom to trust and of whom to be more wary. 

Another key visual element in the gameplay spectrum is that of the main character’s color 

palette.  While the main character’s color is identified in this document more as a narrative device, it 

also provides an important element of feedback to the player.  When a player performs a Ram attack 

that intercepts an enemy, for example, the main character turns red to indicate a successful hit; on a 

non-intercepting Ram, the character only turns yellow.  The main character’s shield ring indicates player 

health through color. 

 

Audible 

Music 

 

The music of Illustrious reflects the abstract and simplified nature of the game world.  Electronic 

in nature, the music isn’t focused on complex melodies, but instead on simple, extended chords.  

Swelling pads are the primary source of instrumentation for Illustrious, generating a soft, calming feeling 

during periods lacking action.  During such times, chords consist of just two or three higher-pitched 

instruments focused on major chords, implying a sound that is not necessarily happy, but neutral. 

As enemies appear or events grow more problematic, minor chords are introduced.  A larger 

bass presence is implemented, and instruments derive a generally lower tone.  A greater number of 

instruments are added into the mix, creating a more constant sound.  Chords grow increasingly a-

melodic as more and more enemies appear and the player’s health decreases.  This somewhat ugly 

sound generates an uncomfortable feeling to help drive home the point that things aren’t as they should 

be. 

It’s important to note that the music in Illustrious is, and must be, simplistic in nature in order to 

properly balance with the game’s sound effects.  Game sound effects are themselves musical in nature, 

providing the additional layering and complexity that the music itself ignores.  The game’s music serves 

as the basis upon which the rest of the game sounds are based. 

 

Sound Effects 

 

 As explained above, the sound effects in Illustrious are closely tied-in with the game’s music.  
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Their purpose is to provide useful feedback to the player not just in terms of gameplay, but in terms of 

generating a real, living game world.  The sound effects contribute significantly to delivering the implicit 

narrative elements Illustrious contains, helping to illustrate the difference between friend and enemy, 

weak and powerful, or meaningless and meaningful. 

Style 

 As the world of Illustrious is highly abstracted, there are limited real-world references for sound 

to draw upon.  We don’t tend to have specific sounds associated with the interactions between small 

points of light.  As a result, any sound effects utilized in Illustrious are representational, implying mood 

or impact rather than depicting real objects.  It is for this reason that Illustrious utilizes primarily 

synthesized electronic sounds over sounds we encounter in our everyday lives. 

 This is not to say that the sound effects in Illustrious are entirely foreign to the human ear.  

Indeed, the sound effects in Illustrious are known quite well to us – as music.  The actions of the player, 

enemies, and friendly NPCs generate tones akin to simple musical notes.  Friendly characters, including 

the player, produce notes in a major chord, while enemies produce notes in a more unsettling minor 

chord.  These chords directly correlate to the music playing beneath them.  Thus, a musical track playing 

in the key of D in the background is accompanied by sound effects also in the key of D. 

Implementation 

 Particular types of instruments are used to depict different game situations and actions.  A 

general assortment of these is listed below: 

Enemy Destruction: Electronic cymbal crashes (basic), low piano 

Attack Impacts: Basic electronic drum beats (bass, low tom, snare), plucked upright bass, mid piano 

Non-Damaging Impacts: Dull synth bass beats 

Dash Maneuvers: Ethereal electronic stings, electric guitar chords 

Projectile Attacks: High piano, synth beeps, laser pews, heavily-distorted guitar 

Attack Charging: Swelling choir, high-pitched ring 

Mirror Reflections: Guitar quickly lowering tone (imitation ricochet) 

Prism Split: High synth beeps quickly lowering tone 

Large Energy Masses: Pulsing electronic bass 

Basic Character Movement: Consistent electronic hum, louder with higher speed 

 

Interactivity 

 

 Audio elements are not nearly as vital in conveying narrative information as are visual elements 

in Illustrious.  Where audio elements truly enhance the game experience, however, is in their ability to 

generate useful feedback to the player, making the implication of actions clear and ensuring that the 

player knows which actions make a difference.  Useful attacks and impactful actions possess a more 
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elaborate, melodic musical quality, whereas ineffective actions generate dull tones, tones which don’t fit 

in with the rest of the audio elements, or simply no sound at all. 

 To further enhance the player’s feel of impact on the world, game sound effects change based 

on their use.  Namely, when the same action is successfully performed multiple times in close 

succession, the musical note associated with that action shifts.  For instance, when the player performs 

four Dashes in a row, each Dash will be presented as a note higher in the selected musical key’s 

arpeggio.  Destroying multiple enemies in succession slowly shifts the associated drum sound from a 

high tom to a low tom.  In essence, the more effective the player’s actions are, the more musical the 

game’s sound effects become. 

 In addition to responding to player actions, the sound in Illustrious also provides the player with 

information about the game events occurring outside the player’s sphere of influence.  The 

disconcerting minor chords associated with enemies suggest to the player that they are out of place and 

dangerous.  If an undesirable event occurs in the progression of the game narrative, similar 

disconcerting themes demonstrate this fact to the player.  The game audio is immensely useful in 

conveying the general mood of the game world to the player.  
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NARRATIVE PRESENTATION 
 

Overview 
 

 Illustrious does not feature formal, explicit narrative.  It does work to tell a story, but that story 

is told almost entirely through the progression of the gameplay and the actions of the player.  Illustrious 

contains no cut-scenes or cinematics and no written forms of exposition.  There are instances, however, 

when the color of the main character and the actions of other characters are used to demonstrate a 

particular progression of events or mood. 

Narrative Progression 
 

 The narrative of Illustrious is based around Joseph Campbell’s model of the “Hero’s Journey”, a 

staple of countless stories from throughout history.  However, the unique aspect of Illustrious is its 

presentation of this story through entirely implicit means.  Additionally, the game adds a twist into the 

classic formula by implying that the supposed hero has been seeking to destroy and kill throughout the 

whole story.  To accomplish this task, progression of the game’s narrative is presented through the 

player’s progression through the game world.  While certain scripted sequences are placed along the 

way to aid the player, the vast majority of the narrative is built entirely out of the player’s actions.  It’s 

also important to note that even during scripted sequences, the player is in complete control. 

 

Act 1 

 

 The game begins in a small region of the game 

world.  The main character, The Light, lives a simple 

existence, floating around the environment interacting 

with friendly characters.  The player begins with only half 

of the maximum health level, but as the player moves by 

these friendly characters, they expel small pieces of light 

for The Light to consume.  Moving over these small units 

provides The Light with energy, and the process 

continues until the player reaches the maximum health 

level.   

SCRIPTED EVENTS: This point, however, is when things start to go 

wrong.  As the player approaches friendly units, they wither and die. 
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SCRIPTED EVENTS: Suddenly, the background changes, becoming 

much more sinister.  As the player locates the next group of friendly 

units, they are seen being driven away by units composed of erratic, 

jagged light patterns.  If the player approaches the group, these 

jagged units attack.   

Enemy units appear more and more frequently and begin 

going after the player directly.  Their concentration grows as the 

player moves closer to the path out of the starting area.  Eventually, an entire swarm forms around The 

Light – a swarm practically impossible to overcome.  On top of this, a seemingly impenetrable barrier 

forms around the player, cutting off movement. 

SCRIPTED EVENTS: At this moment, a light suddenly blasts 

across the screen.  It blazes through the swarm of enemies 

several times, wiping out the entire group.  The mysterious light 

floats over next to the player, still locked in.  Just as with the 

friendly units at the start of the game, this mysterious stranger 

expels a small light towards the player.  It floats through the 

barrier for the player to collect.  

Upgrade 1: Ram Dash, Level 2 Shield 

SCRIPTED EVENTS: As it is acquired, the new friend whirls around excitedly before pausing in front of the 

player once again.  This friend (hereafter known as The Mentor) demonstrates the ability it has just 

given the player – the Ram Dash.  By successfully repeating the action, the player breaks through the 

enclosure, causing another excited dance on the part of The Mentor.  After several seconds, The Mentor 

rushes off far too quickly for the player to follow.  The Light, smitten with this feisty companion, blushes 

for a few seconds.   

Using this new ability, the player is able to break out of the starting area and access the larger 

world.  Accessing the next area leads to a new group of enemies.   

SCRIPTED EVENTS: In the corner of the screen, enemies can again be seen driving friendly units away.  

Proceeding through the area introduces a few new enemies, eventually leading the player towards 

the first Miniboss.   

SCRIPTED EVENTS: Just before reaching this first Boss, the game’s final Boss, The Darkness, appears at 

the edge of the screen and rushes off, accompanied by a deep swelling sound effect and a large, black 

swath on the game background.   

SCRIPTED EVENTS: The departure of The Darkness is accompanied by the arrival of the first Miniboss.  

Defeating the boss generates another encounter with The Mentor, introducing the player to the last of 

the basic skills in the game, the Projectile Attack. 
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Upgrade 2: Light Pulse 

SCRIPTED EVENTS: Obtaining the new upgrade, the main character briefly flashes into and out of an 

alternate appearance – instead of a soft glow, The Light appears as a ball of lightning.  This image flickers 

a few times very quickly indicating the acquisition of the upgrade.  This effect repeats for each game 

upgrade. 

The encounter with the first Boss prompts the main process of the gameplay and sets off the second 

act. 

 

Act 2 

 

 Act 2 contains few key plot points.  Its main content is derived from the player defeating 

enemies and obtaining upgrades.  Several upgrades are accompanied by a reappearance of The Mentor. 

 

 Exploring the new areas of the world, the player faces more enemies and unlocks a new, more 

powerful version of the Dash. 

Upgrade 3: Power Dash 

 Using the Power Dash, the player accesses the next region of the world.  Traversing this region 

introduces new enemies and leads to the next Boss battle.  Defeating the Boss gives the player access to 

the Charge Pulse upgrade. 

Upgrade 4: Charge Pulse 
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SCRIPTED EVENTS: The Mentor reappears, causing The Light to blush for 

several seconds.  The Mentor demonstrates the use of the Charge Pulse.  The 

player can stay to learn or move off somewhere else.  The first time the 

move is successfully performed, however, The Mentor flies in, bolting past 

the player several times in approval before flying off. 

 The player moves on to the next areas, with the battle-and-upgrade sequence repeating as the 

player obtains the next several upgrades. 

Upgrade 5: Level 3 Shield (Reflector) 

Upgrade 6: Laser Beam 

SCRIPTED EVENTS: The Mentor appears and demonstrates the Laser Beam.  The Mentor sticks around 

for several minutes, assisting the player in picking off a wave of enemies before flying off.  The main 

character blushes through the entire encounter. 

Upgrade 7: Super Dash 

SCRIPTED EVENTS: The main character’s period of brief flashes of an alternate appearance grows longer 

with this upgrade. 

SCRIPTED EVENTS: The Mentor appears to demonstrate the Super Dash, remaining to aid the player for 

several minutes.  If the player passes a focusing lens, The Mentor demonstrates the Ultrablast and 

disappears.  Otherwise, The Mentor departs after four minutes.  If the player passes a focusing lens after 

this point, The Mentor quickly blasts through it with a Super Dash, demonstrating the Ultrablast and 

disappearing. 

Upgrade 8: Charge Upgrade 1 

Upgrade 9: Prism Dash, Level 4 Shield 

Upgrade 10: Charge Upgrade 2 

SCRIPTED EVENTS: Leading up to the next Boss battle, The Mentor reappears.  The main character 

blushes briefly.  The Mentor stays at the player’s side throughout the next sequence, providing some 

assistance in the next Boss battle.  The Mentor, however, draws a significant amount of damage during 

the battle.   

 Whether or not The Mentor flees the battle is important in determining the game’s ending 

scenario. 

ENDING CONDITION: MENTOR FLEES – If too much damage is built up, The Mentor flees the scene, 

flashing magenta in fear. 
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Act 3 

 

Upgrade 11: Black Hole Beam 

SCRIPTED EVENTS: If The Mentor makes it through the entire battle at the end of Act 2, it breaks 

through the barrier to the next area.  In so doing, a swarm of enemies appears.  The player can work to 

destroy these enemies, but The Mentor cannot harm them.  They can only be destroyed with the newly-

acquired Black Hole Beam.   

The results of this sequence also bear great importance in determining the outcome of the 

game narrative.   

ENDING CONDITION: MENTOR SAVED – If the player manages to defeat all of the enemies and save The 

Mentor, The Mentor flies off, too quickly for the player to follow. 

ENDING CONDITION: MENTOR KILLED – Over time, the enemies in this swarm slowly drive The Mentor 

into the passage leading to the next chamber.  If the player takes too long in defeating the enemies, The 

Mentor becomes trapped behind a White Energy Wall and in front of another group of enemies that can 

only be defeated with the Black Hole Beam.  The entire group sits within the narrow entryway between 

two sections of the world, blocking the player’s access.  The player’s only way to proceed is to fire the 

Black Hole Beam, generating a singularity that swallows the barrier and the entire group, including The 

Mentor, before collapsing.  When passing through the entryway, the main character turns red until the 

player destroys the next wave of enemies. 

 Following the departure or death of The Mentor, the player’s next destination is the final Boss, 

The Darkness.  A few waves of enemies stand in the way. 

 Accessing the final area, the player is confronted with a few more small waves of enemies 

before reaching The Darkness.  To round out the game’s action sequences, the player battles The 

Darkness.  Upon its defeat, the player enters the dénouement stage of the narrative.  A strange new 

upgrade presents itself. 

Upgrade 12: God Mode 

 At this stage in the game, the player faces a variety of endings depending on two main 

conditions: 

1. Did the player save or kill The Mentor, or did The Mentor run away during combat? 

2. What was the player’s completion time for the game? 

From these conditions, nine different ending scenarios take place: 

Completion Time < 1 hour 

 Upon defeating The Darkness and receiving its upgrade, The Light twitches and suddenly 

converts to its Red form.  In the midst of this Red color, however, occasional brief flashes of white 
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appear.  The player is taken out of control (somewhat) as The Light makes for the final chamber housing 

the neutral NPCs.  When within 5 PU of an NPC, The Light swells into a massive ball of energy, engulfing 

the NPC and destroying it.  The Light pursues the NPCs as they flee.  Eventually, The Light catches and 

destroys all of the remaining NPCs.  Following this, The Light crashes through the Null Barrier wall that 

surrounds the world and disappears from the game screen. 

 The player does, however, doesn’t need to sit idly by and watch this unfold.  By attempting to 

control The Light, the player can slow its progress.  By pulling in the opposite direction of The Light’s 

travel, the player can slowly separate The Light’s white version from its red version.  As the two versions 

begin to separate, a quick Dash breaks them apart completely.  The player takes control of The Light’s 

white form and engages in a final battle against the red form.  The nature of this battle is based upon 

what happened to The Mentor earlier in the game. 

Ending Scenario 1: Player Saved Mentor 

 If the player succeeded in saving The Mentor, it returns at this stage to assist the player in 

battling the red form of The Light.  The Mentor’s assistance makes the battle considerably easier.  The 

red Light is focused much more on the player than The Mentor, so the well-being of The Mentor is not in 

question.  The aid of The Mentor, however, provides a much faster weakening of the red Light, speeding 

up the overall battle. 

 Scenario A: If the player loses to the red Light, the red Light re-absorbs the white Light.  The 

Mentor is engulfed and destroyed by the energy wave and the ending proceeds as it appears in Ending 

Scenario 5. 

 Scenario B: If the player defeats the red Light, at the end of the battle, the red Light begins 

flashing magenta and white and runs off.  The Mentor rushes after it, quickly catching up and hitting it 

with a Ram Dash.  They both explode in a shower of particles, which slowly settle into set positions and 

convert to health units.  The Light turns blue as the game credits begin to appear as luminous objects 

within the game world.  During this stage, any remaining neutral NPCs can be seen traveling through the 

world collecting health units.  If the player passes by one, it begins to follow behind.  Once all of the 

credits have been shown, the game world fades to black and the NPCs following the player slowly move 

forward to surround the player, but not restrict movement, in essence, accepting The Light as a friend.  

The Light turns white again.  At this point, when the player next touches the screen, the remaining view 

cuts to black, ending the game.   

Ending Scenario 2: Player Killed Mentor 

 This proceeds much as Ending Scenario 1, but the player must fight the final battle alone.   

Scenario A: In the event of loss, the white Light is reabsorbed into the red Light and the ending 

proceeds as in Ending Scenario 5. 

 Scenario B: If the player wins the final battle, the red Light collapses inward and explodes in a 

shower of particles.  The particles settle into the world as health units, which the player can acquire.  
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The closing credits appear during this final sequence as objects within the game world.  Any remaining 

neutral NPCs can be seen acquiring health units, but if the player approaches them, they fly away.  In 

response, The Light turns blue for a few seconds.  The game credits behave in the same way – if the 

player approaches them, they fly off and disappear.  Eventually, as the last credit disappears, the screen 

cuts to black, ending the game. 

Ending Scenario 3: Mentor Fled Battle 

 This proceeds much as Ending Scenario 1, but when The Mentor reappears, it fights on the side 

of the red Light.  The player must defeat both characters in order to win.  The Mentor has abilities 

equivalent to The Light at the stage of Upgrade 9, but with only half the health.  Both characters attack 

the player independently – there are no cooperative moves performed between them. When an enemy 

is defeated, it explodes into a shower of particles, which settle into the world as health units that the 

player, the red Light, and NPCs can absorb. 

Scenario A: In the event of loss, the white Light is reabsorbed into the red Light and the ending 

proceeds as in Ending Scenario 5.  However, if the Mentor is still alive following this occurrence, it 

proceeds to rush through the world indiscriminately destroying NPCs, as well.  After The Light blasts 

through the world’s walls, The Mentor follows behind, turning pink and pausing before again turning red 

and following The Light. 

Scenario B: If the player wins the battle, the sequence proceeds as in Ending Scenario 1B. 

Completion Time 1 – 3 Hours 

 Upon defeating The Darkness and absorbing its upgrade, the player gains access to a final 

chamber in which the friendly NPCs from the game’s opening are being held.  These NPCs all scatter and 

flee upon the player’s arrival.  The Light flickers several times before turning red.  At this stage, the 

player’s movement speed increases dramatically.  Any character that moves within 5 PU of the main 

character is rapidly engulfed and absorbed by a wave of energy which erupts from The Light. 

Ending Scenario 4: Player Saved Mentor 

 At this point, The Mentor suddenly appears and performs a quick Ram through the main 

character.  The Mentor proceeds to battle the player.  The absorption technique is ineffective against 

The Mentor as the Dash can be used to escape from it.  Thus, the player must use traditional battle 

tactics to fight against The Mentor.  The Mentor’s skills are equivalent to the player equipped through 

Upgrade 11, though The Mentor moves more quickly than the player. 

 Scenario A: If the player defeats The Mentor, The Mentor explodes in a shower of particles 

which settle into the world as health units.  The rest of the ending proceeds as in Ending Scenario 5. 

 Scenario B: If the player loses the battle, The Light explodes into a shower of particles which 

proceed to populate the world as the game credits.  The Mentor turns blue and floats around slowly.  

The neutral NPCs reappear and move around slowly collecting the credits (as health units) left by the 
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player’s destruction.  As they absorb the last of the credits, they move towards The Mentor, following 

behind.  The Mentor slowly leads the NPCs out of the game view, leaving an empty game world.  The 

screen cuts to black, ending the game. 

Ending Scenario 5: Player Killed Mentor 

 Following the character’s transformation, the game credits begin appearing as objects within 

the game world.  Just as with other characters, moving within 5 PU of a credit causes it to be engulfed 

and destroyed.  Several small enemy units come after the player, but they can cause no damage, and 

they, too, are absorbed when they move too close.  As the last credit is displayed, The Light is suddenly 

surrounded by a massive vortex, spinning inwards toward The Light.  Any characters remaining in the 

game world are quickly drawn towards The Light and absorbed.  The game world fades to black, leaving 

only the main character.  The vortex stops.  After a few seconds, The Light turns blue.  After a few 

seconds more, the screen cuts to black, ending the game. 

Ending Scenario 6: Mentor Fled Battle 

 In this scenario, The Mentor reappears, turns bright red, and joins with The Light, going around 

destroying NPCs throughout the world.  When the main character becomes surrounded by a vortex, The 

Mentor attempts to escape its pull.  The Mentor reverts to the original light yellow shade briefly before 

being pulled into the vortex and destroyed.  The rest of the game world fades away to black, and the 

vortex goes away, leaving only the player.  The Light turns white, and after a few seconds, the game 

screen cuts to black. 

Completion Time 3+ Hours 

Ending Scenario 7: Player Saved Mentor 

 At the end of the battle with The Darkness, The Mentor arrives and performs a Super Dash at 

The Darkness, delivering the final blow.  The Darkness blows apart into a shower of particles which 

populate the world as health units.  Following this occurrence, The Mentor attempts to lead the player 

to the final chamber housing the neutral NPCs from the game’s opening.  The player can move off in any 

direction, in which case The Mentor follows, but The Mentor repeatedly moves towards the edge of the 

screen in the direction of the final room. 

 Upon the player entering the final room, The Mentor suddenly turns red and begins performing 

Rams through the neutral NPCs, stealing the health they leave behind.  The NPCs flee, causing The 

Mentor to go after the player.  (If the player intervenes prior to this time, The Mentor focuses on the 

player.) 

 The player must battle The Mentor.  The Mentor is equivalent to the player at Upgrade level 9.  

The Mentor moves faster than The Light, but has lower health.  The battle has the entire area of the 

world map in which to take place.  If the battle strays into an area with NPCs, however, The Mentor will 

quickly attack them. 
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 Scenario A: If the player loses the battle, The Light explodes into the game credits.  The Mentor 

rushes off the screen after the remaining NPCs, repeatedly returning to destroy the game credits one by 

one.  Upon destroying the final credit, The Mentor pauses in the corner of the screen.  The game world 

slowly fades to black as The Mentor pulses with energy.  The Mentor Dashes away, leaving the screen 

blank, ending the game. 

 Scenario B: If the player wins the battle, The Mentor explodes into units of health.  The credits 

sequence proceeds as in Ending Scenario 2B. 

Ending Scenario 8: Player Killed Mentor 

 The player defeats The Darkness.  As the player approaches the final upgrade, however, it 

begins sparking with energy.  It travels quickly towards the player.  Upon contact, The Light begins 

absorbing the upgrade, shaking rapidly and streaming with energy bolts.  After several seconds, both 

The Light and the upgrade explode in a shower of particles.  These particles settle into the world and 

take the form of the game credits.  Slowly, the neutral NPCs from the beginning of the game reappear 

and absorb the game credits as health units.  As the final credits are absorbed, the remaining NPCs drift 

out of the game view, leaving only an empty world.  The screen cuts to black, ending the game. 

Ending Scenario 9: Mentor Fled Battle 

 Upon defeating The Darkness, the player reveals the final upgrade.  The upgrade begins sparking 

ominously with energy, traveling quickly towards the player.  The upgrade contacts the player, causing 

The Light to begin absorbing it and shake violently.  Suddenly, The Mentor appears, Dashing quickly 

across the screen and into the player.  Quickly, the upgrade separates from the player and is carried off 

by The Mentor.  The Mentor shakes violently while traveling, and The Light begins pulsing between 

magenta and white colors.  After a few seconds, The Mentor explodes, along with the upgrade, resulting 

in a shower of particles which spread throughout the world as health units.  The Light stops pulsing, 

becoming white again, before turning blue. 

 The game credits begin to appear as luminous objects within the game world.  The neutral NPCs 

from the start of the game emerge from a final chamber and can be seen traveling through the world 

collecting health units.  If the player passes one, it begins to follow behind.  Once all of the credits have 

been shown, the game world fades to black and the NPCs following the player slowly move forward to 

surround the player, but not restrict movement, in essence, accepting The Light as a friend.  The Light 

turns white again.  At this point, when the player next touches the screen, the remaining view cuts to 

black, ending the game.   

 

Character Effects 
 

 Despite being little more than a point of light (and being under the control of the player for the 

entirety of the game), The Light has a particular degree of character.  While this character is only 
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implied, it is based upon widely accepted notions that resonate with a large audience.  As the player has 

full control of the main character’s actions, The Light’s character is presented through the use of color.  

In some cases, this use of color simply supplements the player’s actions.  In other cases, color events are 

activated as scripted sequences when the player reaches certain points in the narrative’s progression. 

 Particular colors are used to suggest particular moods for The Light: 

White = Neutral (Standard Color) 

 

 

Blue = Sadness/Melancholy/Introspection 

 

 

Red = Anger/Rage/Fearlessness 

 

 

Yellow = Energy 

 

 

Pink = Embarrassment/Love 

 

 

Magenta = Dissatisfaction 
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Pulsing Magenta/White = Fear 

  

 

Likewise, some of these colors are used in particular game situations: 

White = Neutral 

 

 

Teal = Slow Movement 

 

 

Green = Fast Movement 

 

 

Yellow = Normal Dash 

 

 

Red = Ram Dash (Any Dash intersecting an enemy) 
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Pulsing Magenta/White = Fleeing a Battle Site (In Danger) 

Magenta = Fleeing a Battle Site (Safe) 

 

 

 Game situations correspond to character emotions represented by the same color. 
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INTERFACE 
 

Overview 
 

This section discusses the backbone of Illustrious, the Interface.  We’ll cover all of the 

information about how the player goes about interacting with the game, starting with a description of 

the control scheme.  Also covered is a discussion of the GUI and HUD for the game, including a 

description of the GUI’s general graphical style.  In addition, we go over the menu structure of 

Illustrious, identifying the relationship between the game itself and the various options connected with 

it.  Finally, we’ll go over a brief description of the game camera, specifically focusing on getting a feel for 

its attenuation effects. 

Controls 
 

 Illustrious is all about simplicity.  The control scheme for the game, at least for the player, is no 

different.  Operating on the touchscreen of the iPad, all of the game’s controls are based on simple 

finger-touch maneuvers.  Likewise, while there are a number of different moves and abilities at the 

player’s disposal, there are only a few different control sequences used to execute them all. 

The Slide – The Slide is the game’s basic system of movement.  It allows the avatar to move at a 

moderate pace through the game world. 

- Touch avatar and slide finger across screen to move in the direction of the touched area. 

- Movement speed and direction are determined based on the distance of the player’s 

touch from the position of the avatar. 

o The touch range for the avatar’s position is a circle 2 PU in diameter. 

o 0-1 PU from center = 0 WL/sec 

o 5 PU from center = .75 WL/sec 

o For distances between 1 and 5 PU, movement speed scales accordingly. 

 1 PU = 0%, 5 PU = 100% 

o If the player’s touch moves beyond 5 PU from the avatar, the avatar’s 

movement speed does not increase.  

- The camera slowly adjusts to keep the avatar at the center of the screen, but in many 

cases, the start of a Slide will not be in the screen’s center.  Thus, as the camera re-

centers on the avatar, the game accounts for the relative change in distance between 

the player’s touch and the avatar.  (If the player’s touch remains in a fixed location on 

the edge of the screen, the character’s movement will become faster as the camera 

view attempts to re-center.) 

The Dash – The Dash allows the avatar to rapidly move across the game view.  Its distance is limited, but 

its speed is very high. 
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- Touch anywhere on the screen to make a Dash in that direction. 

- Dash speed is constant at 3 WL/sec 

- Dash distance is limited to approximately 4 PU (or approx. 0.25 WL) 

o Selecting a target beyond the maximum Dash distance will move the avatar the 

maximum permissible distance in the direction of the target. 

Projectile Attacks – Projectile Attacks become available fairly early in the game.  They allow the avatar to 

fire a projectile in any direction while maintaining basic movement controls. 

- Touch the avatar and hold (as in a Slide).  While holding on the avatar, tap the screen to 

fire a projectile towards that point. 

- Projectile range is constant – touch location provides a reference for direction, not 

distance. 

Charging – Charging functions as a combination of the Slide and Projectile Attacks, but it can only be 

performed once the Charge upgrade has been acquired. 

- Touch avatar and hold down to charge.  While holding, tap target location to fire. 

- If hold is released before firing, the charge dissipates within 0.5 seconds and must be 

built up again. 

Super Dash – The Super Dash is a combination of the Charge mechanic and the Dash.  It differs from 

other Charge attacks in that it features a delay between the Charge and the tap. 

- Touch avatar and hold down to charge.  Release hold and quickly tap target location to 

release a charged Dash. 

- The player can select a target anywhere within the 0.5 second window between 

releasing the charge and the dissipation of the charge with no loss in attack power. 

Menu Controls – Menu controls operate in much the same way as the gameplay controls in the sense 

that the player avatar serves as the menu screen cursor.  This function is largely aesthetic, but it helps to 

retain a sense of continuity between the controls of the game and the menu system. 

- Touch a menu button to select it.  The avatar makes a Dash to the selected button. 

- Alternately, select the avatar and Slide over to the desired button.  The button 

highlights.  Release the avatar to select the button. 

- To move up to the next layer, touch a corner of the screen and drag in towards the 

center (similar to minimizing photos on the iPad).  The menu frame shrinks down to 

become a window in the next menu layer and the avatar rises “up” (towards the screen) 

to interact with the next menu. 

o This same function can be used to pause the main game. 

- To move down to the next layer, locate the window depicting the chosen menu.  Select 

the window.  The window enlarges to encompass the entire screen and the avatar 

moves “down” (away from the screen) to interact with the selected layer. 
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o This same function is used to enter the main game screen. 

Quick Pause – The game can be paused using the drag function listed above.  However, for an even 

quicker and easier option that doesn’t eject the player from the game screen, a “Quick Pause” option is 

available. 

- Tap any one corner of the frame outside the main game space to pause the game. 

- While paused, the game screen can be exited using the drag mechanism listed above. 

GUI 

Heads-Up Display 

 

Illustrious is designed not to prompt the player with any text or icon aids within the game space.  

However, it is also necessary to ensure that players have free and easy access to game functions that 

exist outside the primary game space, such as saving and loading.  To this end, a small overlay frame is 

positioned around the outer edge of the main game screen.  This frame depicts small stopwatch icons in 

each corner, demonstrating the means by which to pause the game.  When paused, these icons shift to 

arrows pointing inwards and the screen shifts down slightly to accommodate an upper tab reading 

“Pause Menu”.  By dragging inward from these corner icons or selecting the menu tab, players access 

the Pause menu and leave the game screen. 

Health Display 

Only one primary HUD element exists within the game space, and it exists largely as a part of the 

game world.  The player’s health level is displayed as a ring around the main character.  This ring shifts 

colors as the player’s health level changes, maintaining consistency with the color-based theming of the 

game world.  The color shifts from Light Blue through Green, Yellow, Orange, and Red, and finally fading 

out completely. 

Light Blue   R (.5) G (.5) B (1) = 100% 

Turquoise   R (0) G (1) B (1) = 90% 

Green   R (0) G (1) B (0) = 75% 

Yellow   R (1) G (1) B (0) = 50% 

Orange   R (1) G (.5) B (0) = 25% 

Red   R (1) G (0) B (0) = 15% 

Translucent Red R (1) G (0) B (0) A (From 1 to 0) 15% - 5% 

No Ring   A (0) = 5% - 0% 

Touch Ripple Effect 

 In addition to the health ring, which directly relates to the player’s current status, a small effect 

is used to accompany the player’s touch on the screen.  The position of the player’s touch is surrounded 

by a subtle blue ripple effect extending outward from the touch point to a diameter of about 2 PU.  This 
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effect is similar to the ripple effect presented when pressing a point on a plasma display monitor – a 

finger drag generates a “wake” effect behind it.   

While this function is purely aesthetic in relation to the player’s actions, it actually serves as a 

key teaching tool as the game progresses.  When the player acquires a new upgrade, The Mentor 

appears to demonstrate the ability.  As a part of this demonstration, this blue ripple effect is shown 

accompanying the actions of The Mentor to indicate how the player is to touch the screen to activate 

the desired action.  This is designed to demonstrate the ability within the game space without the 

interruption of words or icons. 

 

Graphical Style 

 

 Illustrious is meant to be its own self-contained experience.  Once you begin playing Illustrious, 

you become engaged not just in a game, but in the entire atmosphere surrounding the game.  In this 

vein, the transition between game menus and the game itself is meant to be as seamless as possible 

while still providing the necessary information. 

 The menu elements of Illustrious are presented within the system as visual layers stacked one 

on top of the other.  Each of these menus is, in a way, part of the game world, chiefly in the sense that 

the main character serves as the primary means for interacting with these menus. 

 To better visualize the scenario, we’ll start from the main game screen.  To leave the screen, 

select a corner of the frame surrounding the main game screen and drag in towards the center.  The 

window shrinks down to reveal a larger menu outside of it.  At the same time, the avatar appears to 

move “up”, coming out of the game screen and into this menu.  To select a more general menu, select a 

corner of the screen and drag inward again.  Once more, the screen shrinks down and the avatar rises 

up to interact with this next menu.  While on the same level as a menu screen, the avatar can navigate it 

in the same way as the game screen – simply Slide left or right to access parallel menus. 

 To ensure that the player is aware of these menus, the next menu up in a sequence is displayed 

in a tab above the current window.  Arrow icons in the corner of each menu layer point inward towards 

the center of the screen, and when touched, an animated arrow gestures towards the center of the 

screen to encourage the user to follow suit. 

 Graphically, the menus follow a similar theme to the Illustrious game world.  Menu frames 

consist of dark, dull tones, offset by bright lettering.  This latter aspect differs from the game world – 

menus contain text to make clear each button’s function.  The presence of the main character provides 

a sense of consistency between the menu and game screens, not to mention some basic “breaking the 

fourth wall” humor.  More importantly, however, the main character’s presence provides a clear sense 

that interaction with the menu system is the same as it is with the game world. 
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Navigation 

Menus 

 

 The Menu system in Illustrious is built around an aesthetic “layered” design.  Primary menus are 

located on the top graphical layer of the menu system, with any subsequent menus located on lower 

and lower layers.  The result is a menu system that the player moves through not just contextually, but 

physically. 

Layer 1:  

Title Menu 

- The Title Menu serves as the top-level menu in the game.  It is presented as the opening 

screen, displaying the game title.  It contains connecting buttons to all Level 2 menus: 

o Play 

o Save 

o Load 

o Options 

o Credits 

o Quit 

Layer 2: 

Save 

- The Save menu displays a list of save slots in which to save the current game.  The player 

selects ONE, then chooses from the two buttons listed below: 

o Save – Saves the game 

o Cancel – Un-highlights the selected game 

Load 

- Displays list of saved games.  The player can select ONE, then choose from the two 

buttons listed below: 

o Load – Loads the selected game and opens the Game Screen 

o Cancel – Un-highlights the selected game 

Options 

- The Options menu grants the player access to various game options via secondary 

menus.  It contains connecting buttons to the following menus: 

o Video Options  

o Audio Options 

o Control Options 
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Credits 

- Displays the game’s staff credits.  Loops back to Title Menu. 

Quit 

- Displays dialogue box asking the player if he wishes to quit.  Displays buttons for: 

o Yes – Connects to Quit Save menu 

o No – Returns to Title Menu 

Layer 3a: 

Video Options  

- Adjust resolution, graphical quality, refresh rate, brightness, contrast and saturation 

levels 

Audio Options 

- Adjust music volume, SFX volume 

Control Options 

- Adjust sensitivity settings 

Layer 3b: 

Quit Save 

- Displays a list of available save slots for the current game.  The player may select ONE 

and choose from the following options: 

o Save – Saves the selected game and exits the program. 

o Quit – Exits the program. 

Layer 4: 

Pause 

- The game’s pause screen.  Presents access window to: 

o Game Screen 

Game Map 

- Displays the overall world map 

Pause Save 

- The Save menu displays a list of save slots in which to save the current game.  The player 

selects ONE, then chooses from the two buttons listed below: 
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o Save – Saves the selected game. 

o Cancel – Un-highlights the selected game. 

Pause Quit 

- Displays a text box asking the player whether he wants to quit.  The player chooses from 

two options listed below: 

o Yes – Transfers to the Quit Save menu 

o No – Shifts the view back to the Pause menu 

Layer 5: 

Game 

- The main game screen.  Displays the game in action. 

Visual Representation 

 

Game Camera 

 

Illustrious takes place from a two-dimensional perspective.  While its angle is technically non-

descript, it’s easiest to interpret the game as taking place from a “top-down” perspective. 
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There are only a few key points to be made about the camera system.  First, it must be noted 

that the camera is always seeking to center itself on the player avatar.  It does not follow the avatar 

rigidly, but also doesn’t allow the avatar to move out of the view frame.  This small degree of 

attenuation provides the player with an easy grasp of movement direction while still providing the 

necessary visual information. 

During a standard Slide, a player moving in a straight line at top speed becomes offset from the 

center of the screen by approximately 3 PU.  A Dash may take the avatar all the way across the view 

window.  In this instance, the camera slowly resettles on the player position following the action.  This 

takes just over one second, regardless of distance, from the end of the Dash action.  These rules hold 

true for the entire game.  The only special case is that of the Ultrablast, in which case the avatar is offset 

about 5 PU from the center of the screen.  The camera takes about one second to reset to normal 

parameters once the Ultrablast has ended. 

For more information on the Slide and Dash, please reference the Core Mechanic entry in the 

GAMEPLAY section. 

For more information on the Ultrablast, refer to the GAME ELEMENTS section. 
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GAME ELEMENTS 
 

Overview 
 

The Game Elements section details the various statistics, characters, and items that come 

into play throughout Illustrious. This section covers the main character’s various upgrades and skills 

obtained through the course of the game. It goes on to discuss the various enemies that appear in 

the game, along with their skills and attack patterns. What few other NPCs exist in the game are laid 

out, as well. In addition, we briefly discuss the details concerning how the player obtains health and 

upgrades. 

Characters and Stats 

Main Character 

 

 

Skill Descriptions 

 Player upgrades come in a variety of categories, listed below.  Development of skills is based on 

a stacking mechanic – new skills serve as upgraded versions of old skills and generate new effects, but 

still function in approximately the same way.  For control descriptions, please reference the Controls 

entry in the INTERFACE section. 

Health Upgrades 

- Shield Level 1 (Start) 

o Provides 100 HP Health. 

- Shield Level 2 

o Increases health to 150 HP. 

- Shield Level 3 

o Increases health to 200 HP. 

- Shield Level 4 

o Increases health to 300 HP. 

- Reflector Shield (Packaged with Shield Level 3) 

o The player’s shield still takes damage from enemy attacks, but now features a 

mirror feature that reflects attacks back towards enemies.  For Ram-based 

attacks used against the player, enemies are deflected away upon impact, 

though they take no additional damage. 

o Ram attacks used by the player cause the same level of damage, but deflect 

enemies away significantly upon impact. 
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Projectile Attack Upgrades 

- None (Start) 

- Light Pulse 

o A small burst of light fires forward in a straight line based on 

the player’s chosen target.  Travels slightly faster than the 

Dash. 

o Deals 15 HP damage. 

- Charge Pulse 

o The player charges up a burst of energy, releasing it towards 

a chosen target for a more powerful version of the Light 

Pulse.  Its damage is based on charge completion 

percentage. 

o Deals 10 – 40 HP damage. 

o Two seconds to charge. 

- Charge Upgrade 1 

o Increases power of charge attack by 25%. 

- Charge Upgrade 2 

o Decreases Charge time from two seconds to one second. 

- Laser Beam 

o The Charge Pulse is replaced by a straight beam of light that 

fires instantly in the intended direction. 

o Beam covers .75 WL. 

o Deals 15 – 50 HP damage. 

- Black Hole Beam (focus beam on one point to make more 

powerful hole) 

o The player fires this beam at a specific point.  It damages 

any enemy it touches, but also generates a black hole at 

the target destination.  The longer the player focuses the 

beam, the more powerful the black hole becomes. 

o Deals 20 – 80 HP damage on contact. 

o Pulse lasts up to two seconds. 

o Black Hole area of effect ranges from 0 – 5 PU, lasts 0 – 4 seconds (varies with 

duration of pulse). 

o Black Hole deals 30 HP damage per second at center, ranging to 5 HP/sec at 

edge. 

Dash Upgrades 

- Basic Dash (Start) 

o The Dash maneuver, purely used for quick movement.  See 

the Core Mechanic entry in the GAMEPLAY section for more 

information. 
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- Ram Dash 

o A Dash capable of causing damage to enemy units upon 

contact.  It also causes minor damage to enemies located 

within ½ PU from the player’s shield. 

o Direct Hit: 30 HP 

o Area of Effect: 10 HP 

 

- Power Dash 

o A more powerful version of the standard Ram Dash.  This increases Ram damage 

by 50%. 

 

- Super Dash 

o An upgrade allowing the player to charge, then utilize charged 

energy to perform a Dash.  The Super Dash instantly transports 

The Light to the target destination, causing three times the 

damage of a Power Dash to any object intersecting the path. 

 

- Prism Dash 

o An upgrade to the Power Dash which generates a base damage 25% greater 

than the Power Dash.  It also generates additional effects on enemies within a 

Hit Point value between 200 and 400. 

o Upon impacting an enemy with between 200 and 400 HP, the player divides the 

enemy into six equal pieces (red, orange, yellow, green, blue, and violet).  Each 

piece is equal to one-sixth the health of the impacted unit.  Over the next 

several seconds, the scattered pieces attempt to join back together based on 

their proximity and size.  (Smaller pieces move towards larger pieces, and if all 

pieces are the same size, pieces move towards their closest neighbor.)  For five 

seconds, all pieces are defenseless, and the player can attack or destroy these 

pieces to prevent them from reassembling.  After these five seconds, any lone 

pieces are destroyed. 

o The health value of a reassembled unit is based on the cumulative value of any 

pieces used to build it.  Thus, if a unit with 240 HP is split into six pieces, each 

with 40 HP, and only four of these pieces recombine, its final health value 

stands at 160 HP. 

The Ultrablast 

 Once the player gains access to the Super Dash, an additional upgrade becomes available.  On 

occasions when the player comes across a Focusing Lens, performing a Super Dash through that lens 

activates an ability called the Ultrablast.  The Ultrablast is a period of invulnerability lasting ten seconds.  

During the Ultrablast, The Light moves at a very high speed (three times the standard movement speed).  
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All functions outside of the Slide are disabled as the player travels continuously through the world.  In 

this state, the player is capable of damaging or destroying anything that the current Ram attacks can 

damage, but at three times the damage of a Super Charge.  This, in effect, allows the player to tear 

through any opponents in the way. 

 During Ultrablast, The Light cycles through the entire spectrum rapidly and swells up and down 

in size.  The background world blurs.  In the last three seconds, the color shift in The Light changes to a 

spectrum of only red, yellow, and blue and becomes much slower.  In the final second of the Ultrablast, 

the world comes back into focus and the player’s movement quickly decelerates back to a normal level, 

before The Light finally stops flashing and glides to a stop.  At this point, normal controls are restored 

and the player becomes vulnerable again. 

God Mode 

 Following the defeat of Illustrious’s final boss (depending on the ending conditions), players 

unlock the God Mode ability.  This ability is only used in the game’s final sequence.  In this function, the 

player’s movement speed doubles.  Any character entering the area surrounding the player (a radius of 

5 PU) triggers a large wave of energy to be released from the player.  The wave rapidly travels towards 

the encroaching NPC, surrounds it, and draws back to the player containing the NPC.  Upon being pulled 

in, the captured NPC is immediately destroyed. 

 During God Mode, the player can break through every game barrier, except for Null Barriers. 

Upgrade Sequence 

 Players begin the game with only the most basic of functions – the Level 1 Shield and the Basic 

Dash.  Upgrades are acquired from Boss-level enemies as the game progresses.  The sequence of these 

upgrades is as follows: 

Game Start: Dash, Level 1 Shield 

Upgrade 1: Ram Dash, Level 2 Shield 

Upgrade 2: Light Pulse 

Upgrade 3: Power Dash 

Upgrade 4: Charge Pulse 

Upgrade 5: Level 3 Shield (Reflector) 

Upgrade 6: Laser Beam 

Upgrade 7: Super Dash 

Upgrade 8: Charge Upgrade 1 

Upgrade 9: Prism Dash, Level 4 Shield 

Upgrade 10: Charge Upgrade 2 

Upgrade 11: Black Hole Beam 

Upgrade 12: God Mode 
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Enemies 

 

Enemy Archetypes 

The enemies in Illustrious follow four standard archetypes: Swarmers, Near Enemies, Far enemies, and 

Special Enemies. Each enemy type has a distinct appearance to allow the player to identify them right 

away. 

- Swarmers are smaller enemies with lower health, they tend to move faster than larger enemies, but 

also hit for less damage. A Swarmer type enemy on its own should not be a challenge for a player. 

Swarmers are most effective in groups, whether it be with more Swarmers or with any of the other 

enemy types. 

-Near and Far enemies are the standard enemies the player will encounter, and are similar in 

appearance. They are about the size of the player character, and move at a medium speed. Near 

enemies will attempt to get close to the player in order to attack, while far enemies will try and stay 

away from the player and attack. 

-Special Enemies are the “boss” and “heavy” style enemies that the player will face. The classification of 

“Special” instead of having separate categories for boss and heavy is so enemies that serve as “bosses” 

earlier in the game, can be used as heavy type enemy later on in the game. They will not be 

encountered as often as the near and far enemies. 

Enemy Outlines 

Swarmers - Appear smaller than the player character these : 

-Ranged - Small orbs of light, appearing as various colors of the spectrum. 

-Attack: Small ball of light, appearing as a weaker version of the player character’s light pulse. 

Low Damage. 

-Movement: Fast speed, with either flowing constant movement, or fast point seeking 

with seconds of no movement. 

- Health: Low 

- Defense: Low 

-Special: The first encounter with the player will drop the Light Pulse Upgrade 

 

-Kamikazi - Similar in appearance to the ranged swarmers, except for flashing. 
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-Attack: Explodes on contact with the player. Low damage. 

-Movement: Seeker steering behavior, moves towards the player at a fast speed. 

-Health: 1 hit 

-Defense: Low 

Near: 

-Electro Whip - When the player gets close a light whip lashes out at the player, fast speed, 

Takes 5 hits, medium defense and damage. 

-Rammy - Enemy that appears armored, attacks by dashing at the player.  This dash can break 

through mirrors and shields.  2 hits, but only if hit from behind.  High defense and fast speed. 

-Cage - Enemy homes in on the player, and if close enough locks down the 

player till they break out.  Initial version does no damage, further versions 

do small DOT.  10 hits, or a Dash if the player is caught.  Medium defense 

and speed. 

-Spikey - Enemy that homes in on the player, if contact is made the player 

takes damage. Knocks the player back.  10 hits, each hit knocks him back. 

Far: 

-Disc Thrower - Shoots light discs at the player. Discs bounce off surfaces 3 

times before disappearing. Medium Speed, 10 hits. 

-Beam Launcher - Fires a narrow beam that crosses the entire screen. 

Medium Speed, Defense and 10 hits. 

-Prism Launcher - Throws prisms onto the map that can refract enemy fire, or cause the player 

to break into spectrum if colliding with it. Low Speed, High defense and 15 hits. 

Special: 

Mirrored Disc Launcher - Ball of light, appearing bigger than the player, with mirrors 

surrounding it. The player must fire shots between the mirrors in order to hit. If shots hit the 

mirrors they are deflected. 20 hits. 

Disc Thrower/Beam Launcher Combo enemy - Bigger enemy that alternates between firing 

beams and shooting discs. Medium Speed, 25 hits, Medium defense 
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Bigger Beam Launcher that is surrounded by Swarmers - If one of the swarmers is shot, it turns 

into a kamikaze swarmer and rushes the player. Upon defeat the player gets the Laser Beam 

upgrade. Swarmers have 2 hits, 1 to hit them loose then one to send kill them. Launcher has 

health of 30 hits. 

Double whip - Bigger slower version of the whip light that attacks with 2 whips in quick 

succession. Slow speed Low defense, high health. 

Shielded front Whip - Player has to maneuver behind enemy to damage him. Slow speed, 15 

hits, only hit from behind. 

Black Hole Firing Enemy - Slow Moving Heavier enemy.  40 hits of health and heavy defense. 

Fires Black Holes at the player. 

Spectral Dasher - Has the ability to break itself down into smaller Swarmers to increase speed. 

This ability allows it to escape black holes.  

Full Size Stats: 35 hits of health, Medium Defense, Low Speed 

Spectrumized Stats: Each piece has fast speed, five hits of health, medium defense. 

The Darkness: Large being, swallows up light.  Appears as a dark violet being, to allow 

the player to see it.  Final Boss of the game.  The length of the battle depends on how 

many enemies you killed throughout the game, the more enemies killed, the stronger 

the darkness and the longer the fight.  Health is 50 hits, 75, or 100 depending.  Very 

High Attack.  Speed varies based on size.  

 

Attacks:  

- Swiping at the player with one of its arms, does moderate damage. Most common 

attack. 

- After the first split, each half attacks like the double-whip enemy 

- Breaking apart into smaller pieces - each time this is used, size is halved, each taking half 

of the initial health with it, splits whenever it’s health reaches zero. Splits a max of four 

times. 

- Shadow ball attack, this attack only happens after two splits, the smaller pieces of the 

darkness fly around and shoot balls of shadow at the player for moderate damage. 

- Dash attack - smallest pieces morph their shape into a spear-shape, and dash towards 

the player, if they hit they do moderate damage. 
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Other Characters 

 

The Mentor  

The Mentor is the most notable of the game’s non-enemy NPCs.  It is presented as a similar 

character to the player’s avatar, with similar abilities which remain constant throughout the game.  

Thus, while the player begins considerably weaker than The Mentor, upgrades eventually even the 

playing field, and indeed, make the player more powerful than The Mentor. 

The Mentor’s primary role is to provide the player with information in the form of 

demonstrations of newly-acquired upgrades.  When a new type of upgrade is obtained, The Mentor 

appears and performs the action associated with that upgrade.  Graphical depictions of the style of 

touch used on the screen demonstrate how the upgrade is used.  As the game progresses, The Mentor 

begins helping the player in battle scenarios, providing low levels of support on the outside reaches of 

the battle space.  While The Mentor doesn’t have any significant cooperative role to play in battle 

scenarios, it does help to damage enemies and serve as another target to deflect attacks away from the 

player. 

The Mentor also has a role in the narrative, serving as a love interest for The Light.  When The 

Mentor appears, The Light blushes, taking on a pinkish tone.  It moves with a very quick and agile style, 

always darting closely past The Light, but never approaching him.  The Mentor has a propensity for 

getting angry – often darting after enemies with ferocity.  The Mentor begins hanging around with The 

Light for longer and longer periods, even helping out in battles.  Eventually, The Mentor is trapped by a 

group of enemies, and the player is forced to destroy the entire group in a Black Hole. 

Neutral NPCs 

 Also present in the game are a number of neutral NPCs.  Though these characters are technically 

friendly to the player, they provide no real assistance, instead largely serving as the rescuees who are 

driven away by enemies.  In the opening stage of the game, the player moves around freely interacting 

with these neutral characters.  They occasionally shed small pieces of energy for the player to pick up, 

filling the player’s health levels. 

 The real role of these NPCs is a narrative one.  As the story sets off, they can be seen slowly 

dying off, one by one, before enemies are seen driving them away.  The initial presumption is that the 

enemies are responsible for killing the neutral characters, prompting The Light to go and rescue them.  

In actuality, The Light was holding these characters and draining energy from them for its own purposes, 

while the supposed enemy characters were coming to rescue them and escort them to safety.  The Light 

is out to retrieve his stolen slaves.  When he discovers these neutral NPCs at the end of the game, they 

flee, implying that perhaps they weren’t as friendly towards the player as was suggested in the opening 

chapter. 
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Upgrade & Health Systems 
 

 Advancement through Illustrious is dependent upon the player’s acquisition of new skills.  From 

the very beginning of the game, players are given the ability to absorb power from other characters, so 

long as they are in a docile state.  This same technique is used to absorb upgrades and abilities from 

enemies.  Specifically, these abilities are acquired from Boss-level enemies (Bosses and Minibosses).  

Acquiring a new ability carries the added benefit of a full health recharge. 

 Any player hoping to complete Illustrious’s ultimate goal must naturally remain alive long 

enough to do so.  As with most action-adventure titles, an important element in completing the goals of 

Illustrious is to keep a close watch over the avatar’s health levels.  This statistic is presented in the shield 

ring surrounding the player avatar.  Please refer to the GUI  Heads-Up Display entry in INTERFACE for 

details. 

 The actual process of absorbing health and upgrades is quite simple.  Health and upgrades are 

presented as small units of light, similar to much smaller versions of the friendly characters.  To absorb 

them, the player simply moves to their positions. 

 Upgrades are deposited by Bosses and Minibosses following their defeat.  Health is a bit more 

complicated.  Health is dealt out in terms of player need, but also according to a set timeline.  If the 

conditions are right, enemies will leave behind health units upon their destruction.  For health to be 

released, the following conditions must be met: 

Condition Check Every Five Seconds 

Player Health 

- The player’s health percentage.  The farther from 100% this value moves, the higher the 

probability of health being released.  

- <5% HP = 95% chance 

-  >95% HP = 5% chance 

- HP values between 5% and 95% inversely proportional to probability 

Player Damage Rate 

- The amount of player HP lost in the last ten seconds.  The higher the value, the greater 

the amount of health that will be released. 

- 0 – 30 HP Lost = 10 HP 

- 31 – 60 HP Lost = 20 HP 

- 61 – 100 HP Lost = 50 HP 

- 101+ HP Lost = 80 HP 

Time Passed 
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- The time since the player’s last health pickup.  The longer, the greater the probability of 

a health release.  This value adds a percentage to the probability value derived from the 

player’s health.  Thus, a 50% increase over a 50% probability results in a probability of 

75%. 

- 0 – 5 sec = 0% increase 

- 6 – 10 sec = 25% increase 

- 11 – 15 sec = 50% increase 

- 16 – 20 sec = 75% increase 

- 20+ sec = 90% increase 
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TECHNOLOGY 
 

Overview 
 

 Illustrious is designed to run on the Apple iPad using the Unity3d game engine. The Unity3d 

engine allows multitouch input and can publish the entire game as an Xcode project. Developing an 

iOS application requires an Intel-based Mac ruinning OS X “Snow Leopard” 10.6 or later. 

 

Engine Requirements 

Graphical Requirements 

 

The art style for the game is not very resource demanding, but the particle systems used for 

both allies, the player character, and enemies can be very demanding if not careful. To prevent 

unnecessary performance issues, it is recommended that the particle systems are created instead in a 

series of textures. Then at runtime the particles can be displayed via the textures. 

Although the world is large, it should not be affect performance because of Unity3d’s Frustum 

Culling, which doesn’t render objects outside the camera’s field of view. 

 

Control Demands 

 

 Illustrious will be a heavily touch focused game. The game needs to track multiple touches 

from the player, while also keeping note of the time lapse of the touches. Unity3d has the ability to 

track multiple touches as well as get the length of the touch. The engine also has the capability to 

get a tap count, enabling easy implementation of double tapping. 

 

Saving and Loading 

 

 Saving and loading the game with the Unity3d engine is fairly straightforward. There is a 

public licensed plug in that allows full level serialization. This allows the storing of character, enemy, 

and world states. This means that when a player saves their game, the game world is saved, 

including player upgrades, world changes, and enemy locations. The plug in is located at 

http://whydoidoit.com/unityserializer/, and works on all runtime platforms. This plug in allows for 

http://whydoidoit.com/unityserializer/
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multiple save slots, so the player can load up a playthrough from multiple states. It also allows for 

saves for multiple users, with save slots for each user. 

Platform Capabilities 
 

iPad devices are able to track up to 11 touches at any time. 

iPad 

Screen: 1024x768 pixels, LCD at 132 ppi, LED-backlit. 

System-on-a-chip: Apple A4 

1Ghz MHz ARM Cortex-A8 CPU 

PowerVR SGX535 GPU 

Wifi+Bluetooth+3G 

Accelerometer, ambient light sensor, magnetometer 

Mechanical Keys: Home, sleep, screen rotation lock, volume. 

iPad 2 

Screen: 1024x768 pixels, LCD at 132 ppi, LED-backlit. 

System-on-a-chip: Apple A5 

Dual-Core 1Ghz ARM Cortex-A9 MPCore CPU 

Dual-Core PowerVR SGX543MP2 GPU 

Wifi+Bluetooth+3G 

Accelerometer, ambient light sensor, magnetometer 

Mechanical Keys: Home, sleep, screen rotation lock, volume. 

iPad 3 

Screen: 2048x1536 pixels, LCD at 264 ppi, LED-backlit. 

System-on-a-chip: Apple A5X 

Dual-Core 1Ghz ARM Cortex-A9 MPCore CPU 

Quad-Core PowerVR SGX543MP4 GPU 

Wifi+Bluetooth+3G 

Accelerometer, ambient light sensor, magnetometer 

Mechanical Keys: Home, sleep, screen rotation lock, volume. 

 

Source: http://docs.unity3d.com/Documentation/Manual/iphone-Hardware.html 

 

Technical Challenges 
 

http://docs.unity3d.com/Documentation/Manual/iphone-Hardware.html
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Crashes and Recovery 

 

 When an iOS application crashes, a “crash report” is created that is stored on the user’s 

device. Unfortunately after the app has been deployed to the app store, to see crash logs you have 

to go through iTunes Connect, and only if the customer hasn’t opted out of sending diagnostic 

information to Apple. The user can get the crash logs off of their device and manually send it as 

well. 

 

To prevent loss of data on the user’s end, the game should implement an auto-save system, that 

routinely saves the player’s progress independently of their own saves. To further prevent the user 

from loading a save that leads to a crash over and over, multiple auto-save slots should be used. 

 

External Accommodations 

 

Multitasking - iOS applications support multitasking, or fast app switching, which triggers 

OnApplicationPause. If a user receives a text or call, or accidentally hits the home button while 

playing, the game state should be saved, as well as pausing the game. This allows the user to 

resume play if they go back into the game, or load from where they left off if they quit the app from 

their home screen. 


